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uses JavaScript. You must enable JavaScript in
your browser to use this site. Your browser

does not support JavaScript, or your browser
does not support JavaScript. This site uses

JavaScript. You must enable JavaScript in your
browser to use this site.Q: React/Immutable.js:
what is the right way to create immutable data
structure Trying to use Immutable.js for my

app. I see several ways to create immutable data
structure: var immutable = require('immutable')

var immutable = Immutable.fromJS() var
immutable = Immutable.fromJS({ name:

'awesome' }) When to use this method? I use
transpiling to ES5 for now. What is the

right/better/recommended way of doing this?
A: I wouldn't use Immutable.js from Javascript.

For simple immutable objects I'd define
immutable.js class, like this: //helper's class var

immutable = { empty: function(){ return
Immutable.Map({}); }, map(fn){ return
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this.empty().set(this.get(),this.getIn([0])); } };
//creating immutable data structure var Mutable

= (function(){ //creating constructor var
instance = function(data){ var newData;

if(data){ newData = new Immutable.Map(data);
} return new

The CNS-1 uses the same 5200mAh LiPo
battery as used on the CNS-5. The same

4.1-inch LCD display, 7-level up/down volume
control and buttons, as well as the same

intuitive user interface are used as on the
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rounded corners as the well-received NS-5
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ACQUISITIONS/OFFERS -NS Zojirushi NS-
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